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Wilderness Institute
Sponsors an Environmental
Information Fair

F O R U M SERIES

Montana Rivers: The Choices Ahead
Ken Wall

Rie Hargraves
In the past two years,
several
organizations concerned with Montana's
wilderness and environmental
issues
have
participated
in
an
information-sharing fair, sponsored by
the
Wilderness
Institute.
Organizations present at
the
fair
reflect
a
variety
of
interests;
Montana
Wilderness
Association,
Wilderness
Society, Madison-Gallatin
Alliance, Alternative Energy Resource
Organization,
Audubon
Society,
Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Information
Center,
Backcountry
Horseman Association.
These,
along
with many others were represented by
individuals who distributed information
at booths at the UC Mall in November of
1980 and February of 1982. These fairs
attempted to bring valuable up-to-date
environmental
information
to
the
students attending the University and
the public at large.
Workshops and
discussion
groups
occurred simultaneously with the fair.
These programs enabled participants to
share
and
collect
information on
current concerns. Due to its success,
another
environmental fair will be
sponsored the fall Qf 1982.
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To some, the rivers provide an untapped source of electrical power; to others they are a source of life fo r agriculture and
wildlife; to many the rivers serve as a source of tradition, beauty and recreation.

In 1947, the U.S.
Army Corps of
Engineers
(ACE) began studying the
hydropower potential of
the
lower
Flathead River, a major free-flowing
river
in
Western
Montana.
ACE
intensified their study efforts in 1977
and generated an intense environmental
confrontation between preservation and
development interests.
The Wilderness Institute sponsored
an hour-long documentary film focusing
on this controversy, "The River is
Wider Than it Seems." It was directed
and produced by
John
Stern
with
associate producer Beth Ferris, with
funds provided by the Montana Committee
for the Humanities. The film explores
a growing dilemma: the pressure that
the energy crisis puts on our culture,
our environment, and our democratic
processes.
Following completion of the film in
1979, the Montana Committee for the
Humanities provided a follow-up grant
to the Wilderness Institute to conduct
a series of public forums in four
Montana
communities
(Missoula,
Livingston, Ft.
Benton, and Ronan).
The purpose of the forum series was to
utilize the themes presented in the
film to explore the importance of four
major Montana rivers to the people of
surrounding communities;
and public
responsibility in decisions which will
affect the integrity of these rivers in
the future.

To some, the rivers provide
an
untapped
source
of
much-needed
electrical power; to others, they are
a source of life for irrigation of
agricultural crops and habitat
for
wildlife and fisheries. To many, the
rivers serve as a source of tradition,
beauty and recreation.
In the forum discussions, Wilderness
Institute
staff
found
that
each
community had a unique relationship to
the
river.
In
Livingston,
for
instance,
the
Yellowstone
River
provides
sustenance for traditional
agricultural lifestyles, while it also
supports a complex ecological web of
wildlife
and
fisheries.
Yet
competition for its limited water has
begun to force difficult choices into
the public arena'.
In contrast, participants at the
Missoula forum focused on the Clark
Fork River as a quite different form of
sustenance
to
the community.
The
discussion centered on the river as the
backbone of the city, a long-ignored
resource that can be widely used for
recreation,
and
commercial
and
residential development.
The film "The River is Wider Than it
Seems" is available for loan from the
Instructional Materials Service at the
University of Montana. For information
on any of Montana's rivers, contact the
Wilderness Institute.
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New Horizons in Wilderness Education
Ken Wall
The basic argument for offering
liberal arts instruction in the
wilderness is that it offers a
perspective not available in the
classroom. It is liberalizing; it
is broadening; it opens the mind.
The wilderness classroom stimulates
the
imagination
and
forces
confrontation
with
essential
issues. It tests one's whole being
rather than just the intellects
Jonathan
Edwards,
Adirondack Institute

Director,

In the last decade, a number of
educational institutions and •private
organizations have begun to sponsor
"wilderness courses" which range from
short informal backpacking seminars to
college programs which spend as much as
an entire academic quarter or semester
in the field. Paralleling the growth
in wilderness use, educational programs
in wilderness . settings are growing in
number, diversity and scope.

Rivers and Civilization
Jay H. Vest
During Spring quarter 1982,
the
Wilderness Institute presented 'Rivers
and
Civilization,1
a
new
interdisciplinary program. The program
focused on the relationship existing
between
humans, . their culture and
rivers.,
Participants
studied
fojur
individual courses which were unified
by
the
theme
of
rivers
and
civilization.
These studies include a survey of
aquatic biology, riparian eco-system.s
and wildland
watershed
management.
Enhancing this study students discuss
the
philosophical
foundations
of
ecology.
This set the stage for a
fundamental awareness of the river as
source and established the basis for
critical examination of one's world
view with regards to nature. Studies
in recreational river systems focus on
the
exploration and adventure that
recreationists derive from wild rivers.
Students in these studies became aware
of river
management,
conservation,
preservation and development.
Critical
reflection
in
the
Humanities provide insights to self and
to the cultural relationship between
rivers and primal peoples.
Primary
emphasis in this course was given to
the study of the Indians of the Upper
Missouri watershed.
Weekly wholistic health
seminars
discuss the parallels between health
and river ecosystems.
Field crips,
outdoor‘
learning
excursions
and
informal gatherings were used to unify
the courses. Students participated in
three
major
field
trips.
These
included
canoe
floats
on
the
Bitterroot, the 'wild* Missouri and the
lower
Fl&thead rivers.
This field
oriented approach was the primary means
of unifying the program.
In the tradition of the 'Wilderness
and
Civilization'
program,
the
Wilderness
Institute
expects
to
continue
this
new
'Rivers
and
Civilization* program annually
each
spring quarter.
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In
the
spring
of
1981,
the
Wilderness
Institute
began
a
coordinated
wilderness
education
effort.
We are documenting existing
wilderness
education
programs
and
developing a catalog of private and
institutional programs throughout the
country. The catalog will be available
in the fall of 1982, and will provide
prospective
students
and
other
interested persons with an opporunity
to select the type of program best
suited to their needs or interests.
The Institute is expanding its role
in wilderness education. For the past
seven years the Institute sponsored an
undergraduate special course offering,
Wilderness and Civilization, and in the
spring of 1982 we added a new course
offering Rivers and Civilization.
In
addition,
the Institute
and
the
University
of Montana
Office
of
Continuing
Education
and
Summer
Programs,
are
sponsoring
eight
Wilderness
Study
Expeditions
this
summer. These field courses combine a
rigorous academic schedule of classes
on campus and in the
field
with
practical experience in environmental
issues and group social dynamics.
In a cooperative

project

with

the

U.S.
Forest Service in the Northern
Region, the Institute is also exploring
ways to include wilderness concepts in
existing
environmental
education
programs taught in public schools. We
have developed a wilderness education
teaching unit for elementary teachers
to use in their environmental education
curriculum.
The .curriculum includes
outdoor
investigations,
group
problem-solving exercises, a film, and
a skills course on wilderness
and
ethics.
Along with its desire to expand the
opportunities for using wilderness as
an educationa setting, the Institute
recognizes the immediate importance of
educating wilderness users.
A rapid
growth in wilderness use over the last
decade has created increased pressures
on the finite wilderness system. Most
wilderness
managers
realize
the
benefits
of teaching techniques of
no-trpce or low-impact camping, rather
than relying on the less desirable
mehtod of regulating
and
policing
users.
An increasing number of ranger
The rapid growth in wilderness use has created
increased pressures on the finite wilderness system.
Wilderness,
along with
several
Institute staff members, visited 25
elementary schools in the Missoula area
last spring, giving a wilderness ethics
program to over 1,300 students.
In June,
1981,
the Wilderness
Jpgtitute sponsored a two-day intensive
workshop for wilderness rangers
to
develop new
skillsin presenting such
programs and to coordinate teaching
aids and approaches.
The workshop,
held at Lolo Work Center, attracted 25
wilderness
rangers from throughout
Region 1. Additional workshops will be
held in the spring of 1982.
If you wish to attend a workshop,
have a wilderness ethics program shown
to a special group or organization, or
receive
detailed
information
on
academic wilderness programs, contact
Ken Wall, Assistant Director of the
Wilderness Institute.
districts are sending their wilderness
rangers
to
public schools and to
meetings of recreational and
civic
organizations. Garry Oye, a wilderness
ranger
in
the
Selway-Bitterroot

Wilderness Institute Proposes
School For Wildland Managers
Ken Wall

The
Wilderness
Institute
is
currently
developing
an
annual
professional development program for
wilderness
management.
The
first
program is tentatively scheduled for
October, 1983. It will be designed for
those agencies which are entrusted with
managing
the
National
Wilderness
Preservation System.
Personnel from
the Department of Agriculture (Forest
Service) and the Department of Interior
(National
Park
Service,
Fish and
Wildlife Service and Bureau of Land
Management) are expected to be the
primary participants, although managers
from
state
agencies
and
tribal
reservations may also participate.
Professional
management
of
wilderness is relatively new resource
management specialty, arising from the
national
interest
in
wilderness
preservation and use during the last
two decades. The concept of wilderness
management originated approximately 15
ago, and most of the research and
The Wilderness Institute and the University of Montana
can play a vital role by offering an annual professional
development program.
literature on the subject has been
developed
in
the
last 10 years.
Information
exchange
has
been
a
continuous process within the agencies
that manage
wilderness,
and
some
managers have had academic training in
wilderness
management.
To
our
knowledge,
however,
no
formalized
training opportunities exist within the
agencies that manage wilderness. We

believe the Wilderness Institute and
the University of Montana can play a
vital role by offering
an
annual
professional development program for
wilderness managers.
In July,
1981,
the
Wilderness
Institute received a planning grant
from the Arkwright Wilderness Studies
Endowment to assess the need for such a
program,
develop
a
preliminary
curriculum and program structure, and
prepare
a
technical
proposal
to
implement the program.
To date, we
have conducted interviews with agency
personnel
and
educators
locally,
regionally and nationally. The results
of these interviews were reviewed, and
developed into a tentative curriculum
at
a
regional
steering committee
meeting in March, 1982, in Missoula.
The
curriculum
is currently being
reviewed by managers throughout the
country.
The
program
will
include
approximately 145 hours of instruction
by nationally recognized experts in the
field of wilderness management.
It
will begin with a six-day field trip
into
the
Bob Marshall Wilderness,
followed by twelve days of instruction
on the University of Montana campus.
Tuition for the program will include
all
academic
materials,
field
equipment,
food,
lodging
and
transportation.
Registration
will
begin in the spring of 1983.
Fur
further information contact Ken Wall,
Assistant Director of the Wilderness
Institute.

Issues in
Wilderness Preservation
and Management:
A Lecture Series
Rie Hargraves

From its beginning, the Wilderness
Institute
has
sought
to
develop
professional
wildlands
management
expertise and public understanding of a
wilderness ethic. As a part of this
effort, we sponsored a lecture series,
"Issues in Wilderness Preservation and
Management" in the winter of 1981 and
the spring of 1982.

Approximately sixty people attended
the individual lectures, and thousands
more listened to them on a weekly radio
broadcast by KUFM.

The lecture series was offered with
a one-credit course option through the
School of Forestry at the University of
Montana, and was open to the general
public.
Bob Ream, Director of the
Wilderness Institute, coordinated the
series, which provided an
in-depth
analysis
and discussion of current
wilderness
issues.
Representatives
from
various
federal
and
state
agencies, industry and
conservation
organizations
participated
in
the
lecture series, covering such topics as
wilderness education, philosophies in
wilderness management, hardrock mining
in wilderness, and many others.

The lecture series was valuable as a
means
of bringing together various
interest groups and citizens concerned
with
wilderness
issues.
This
cross-section of interests helped to
guide citizens in ways to participate
more
efficiently
in
multiple-use
planning and wilderness allocation and
spiritual religious manner. Seekers of
the wisdom inherent in these.places are
counseled to
'walk
in
a
sacred
mannerand
they
share
a
profound
awareness of ecological processes.
In
these natural forces they identify the
unity and inner harmony that pervades
the universe.

Wilderness Discovery
Ken Wall
The Wilderness Discovery
Program
provides wilderness and environmental
education experiences for people who
have not developed the self— reliance
to
visit
wild
places,
such
as
physically
and emotionally disabled
individuals, urban youth,
and
the
elderly. The trips and outings combine
environmental education with activities
such
as
river floats, day hikes,
cross-country skiing, horse-drawn wagon
excursions, wildlife observation and
backpacking. In addition, the program
serves
as
an
outdoor
wilderness
extension for a variety of agencies,
clubs and organizations which serve
people with special needs.
The program is sponsored by the
Wilderness
Institute
and began in
March, 1982. The initial response has
been
overwhelming.
Community
volunteers,
including
physical
therapists,
nurses,
handicapped
students, counselors, educators, local
businesses,
civic groups and other
organizations
have
provided
food,
outdoor
equipment,
transportation,
training sessions for group leaders and
aides,
professional
advice,
and
financial assistance to the program.
Our goal is to make the Wilderness
Discovery
Program
self-sufficient,
working
primarily
through
these
community volunteer efforts. Donations
are
solicited
from
civic groups,
businesses and individuals
in
the
Missoula community to subsidize the
costs of each trip.
We believe a wilderness experience
promotes self-reliance, self-esteem and
mutual respect in all of us, regardless
of our social or physical handicaps.
Wilderness areas and wild rivers are
not only for the young and hardy, they
are readily accessible to the aged and
handicapped.
Over eighty—five outdoor
programs and clubs for the handicapped
exist in the United States. Wilderness
does not lock out people, but attitudes
and misconceptions often do.
It is
only necessary
to
increase
their
awareness
of the environment;
and
provide an opportunity
to
develop
self-esteem and learn technical skills
necessary
to
undertake
wilderness
adventures independently with the help
of able-bodied friends.
If you are interested in learning
more about the Wilderness Discovery
Program or helping to make
it
a
success, contact Ken Wall, Assistant
Director of the Wilderness Institute.
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Great Bear Wilderness Area
Deep Creek Further Planning Area
Renshaw Proposed Wilderness Area
Falls Creek-Silver King Proposed Wilderness Area

Wilderness Institute Completes Rocky Mountain
Front Study
T Moore

Last
summer,
eight
Wilderness
Institute volunteers worked in rotating
pairs to complete a two-year intensive
wilderness attributes inventory and an
assessment of the wilderness character
istics
of
forty individual stream
watersheds in the Rocky Mountain Front
area.
By so doing, the Wilderness
Institute hopes to provide accurate,
site-specific information to the Forest
Service and interested citizens when
resource
development/preservation
conflicts occur.
The Rocky Mountain Front
is
a
primarily roadless, essentially wild
tract of mountain land bordering the
western
edge
of
eastern
Montana
prairie. Surrounded by Glacier Park,
the
Bob
Marshall, Great Bear and
8capegoat Wildernesses, BLM, state and
private prairie land, the Front is an
area of fantastic ecological diversity
and geological uniqueness. From Bynum,
Dupuyer, Choteau, or Augusta, Montana,
one
can gaze westward to a tall,
apparently homogenous
70
mile-long
wall.
Upon closer inspection however,
it becomes obvious that the wall is
actually a series of reefs - upthrust
fault blocks - dissected by several
east-flowing streams.
Within the boundaries of the Front
live the largest bighorn sheep herd in
the continental United States, huge
winter
herds
of
elk,
mule
and
white-tailed deer, golden and
bald
eagles., antelope, gray wolf, black and
grizzly bears, peregrine and prairie
falcon, and several species of hawks.

The reef-cutting streambeds are used as
migration routes for several of these
species;
the creek bottoms provide
access to the plains in the fall and to
the mountains in the spring.
The
Forest
Services
RARE
II
(Roadless
Area
Review
Evaluation)
WilderNESS Study proposed two units of
the
Front
for inclusion into the
National
Wilderness
Preservation
System,
Silver
King Mountain-Falls
Creek, and Renshaw
Mountain.
The
Silver King-Falls Creek area is the
southernmost portion of the Front, and
includes the land south of the Dearborn
River, east of the Scapegoat Wilderness
boundary, and north of Landers Fork of
the Blackfoot River.
The
Renshaw
Mountain
area
is south of Gibson
Reservoir, north of the Benchmark Road,
east of the Bob Marshall's South Fork
Sun River, and west of the Beaver
Creek-Willow Creek Road.
The
most
controverisal
Rocky
Mountain Front RARE II Area is the Deep
Creek Unit.
Deep Creek received a
perfect wilderness attribute rating in
RARE II (28 out of 28 possible points).
The Forest Service also rated Deep
Creek as having a high potential for
oil
and natural gas reserves, and
placed the unit in a "Further Planning"
category.
Tom
Coston,
Regional
Forester of Region 1, announced that
the Forest Service will determine oil
and gas potential in Deep Creek before
making
a final wilderness or non
wilderness recommendation to Congress.
He ruled that exploration companies

will be allowed to explore for energy
resources in Deep Creek, but explained
that mitigating conditions will
be
applied to exploration efforts. The
Deep Creek Environmental
Assessment
Report
requires
companies
to
rehabilitate areas to their natural
condition
when exploration work is
completed,
thus
preserving
the
wilderness
option,
Some wilderness
groups,
however,
question
the
feasibility
of
reclaiming
the
wilderness resource. Many people are
concerned
that
impacts
caused by
seismic blasting, helicopter landings,
road construction and use by seismic
crews will
not
be
able
to
be
satisfactorily
corrected
by
the
companies.
A
new
resource
use
conflict
developed in October, 1981, when Coston
granted
two
seismic
companies
permission to explore for oil and gas
in the Silver King and Renshaw areas.
The Forest Service previously announced
they would allow no exploration in
recommended
wildernesses.
Coston,
however, reversed that stance with this
decision.
In
assessing
wilderness
characteristics, Wilderness Institute
volunteers
closely
followed
the
definition of Wilderness as provided in
the Wilderness Act of
1964.
The
information
gathered
by Wilderness
Institute study teams over the past two
years
were summarized in a report
completed in June 1982.

Great Bear
Jay

Vest

Follow your eurosity
the truth is in your heart,
the truth you know.

Roam the shining mountains
your wild dominant domain.
Greatest of wild animals, mountain king
verged now on extinction and doom,
the white man's blade,
touching the life.

Adventurer of the North and Bering
Straits,
the new world. Turtle Island awaits.
A million years ago Alaska called you a million years ago you crossed.

What has come to the solitary woods,
the timeless green summer forests?
Domestication and loss.
Great Bear, keeper of the wilderness,
civilization has passed you by.

Great Bear, curious wanderer
do you still scent the winds,
are you fishing King Salmon waters,
do you claw and mark the aspen stands,
are you lured still to mountain rivers?

Outlaw Grizzlies, sleeping in the den,
touched by starlight, wonder and
wildness;
fierce with pride of liberty and
freedom,
jealous and proud enough to see these
virtues threatened.

What kind of bears are these playing hide and seek with their
shadows,
gazing at sunsets and shooting stars,
sliding down snowbanks and hiking in
moonlight?
Curious Onlookers, keepers of power and
natural dignity.

Out of the woods, the grey solitude.
An old bear, fierce and ruthless.
Old priam, solitary, indomitable and
alone
master of the wild invincible spirit's
truth

Great Bear, Montana's majestic
ruler of the land. Legendary master.
Glacier King, mountain monarch1 need to know you are there.
Great Bear, "the looming other"
from the Rocky Mountain wilderness.
Less are the horse, the dog and even
the grey wolf,
Sim-a-hi, master of instinct and
reason,
teacher of humility and wild virtues.
No civilization and zoos for you.

Honor, pride, pity, justice, courage
and love
love, courage, justice, pity, pride and
honor

Used With Permission o f Author

The truth that is one
the truth that doesn't change
the truth that covers all things
touching the heart.
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Observing Exploration in
The Cabinet Mountain Wilderness
Colleen Murphy

—

Ann De Bolt

the exploration on the.federal lands in
\ the Cabinet Mountains emphasizes the
iidportance
of
the
wildereness as
habitat for wildlife, especially the
grizzly bear.

During
the
extensive
debate
concerning the creation of the National
Wilderness Preservation System of 1964,
a major compromise was reached between
wilderness advocates and development
interests,
which
allowed
mineral
exploration
and
development
in
wildreness until December 31, 1983. As
this deadline approaches, the issue of
energy
and
mineral development in
wilderness area has escalated to an
issue of national interest.
In the
summer of 1979, it became a vital
concern
in
the
Cabinet
Mountain
Wilderness Area in northwest Montana.
In February
of
1979,
American
Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO)
submitted a four-year plan of operation
to explore for copper, silver, and
lead. Their plan was approved by the
Kootenai , Nationaal Forest following
completion
of
an
environmental
assessment
report.
Amid
much
controversy, ASARCO began exploration
drilling in the wilderness area in the
summer of 1980.
Research assistants
from the Wilderness Institute studied
the drilling operations and assessed
the impacts of the project on the
wilderness
characteristics
of
the
Cabinet Mountain Wilderness.
Located south of Libby and northwest
of Thompson Falls, the 94,272 acres
that comprise the Cabinet
Mountain
Wilderness provides valuable habitat to
grizzly bears and mountain goats.
The
exploration is in the heart of this
fragile land in the Chicago Peak and
St.
Paul basin areas. The steadily
increasing environmental impacts from

ASARCO operations are not new to
northwest
Montana.
ASARCO
is
developing what they predict will be
the second largest silver mine in the
world. The "Troy Project" is located a
few miles west of the Cabinet Mountains
Wilderness near Mount Vernon.
ASARCO
exploratory drilling is also occurring
around Ross Point, close to the Ross
Creek National Scenic Area across the
valley from the Cabinets.
South of
this area, ASARCO has staked claims
within the proposed Scotchman Peaks
Wilderness which is across the Bull
River from the Cabinets.
Although the Forest
Service
is
actively trying to mitigate management
conflicts, many problems remain.
The
Forest Service only permits helicopter
flights
in
the
exploration
area
beginning our hour after sunrise and
ending one hour before sunset.
But
there still is inconclusive evidence to
the fact that bears fed only at night.
Consequently, the helicopter regulation
might not be adequately providing a
safeguard for minimum disturbance to
the grizzly feeding
habitat.
The
Forest Service also has regulations
governing the water quality and water
levels of Cliff Lake and Copper Lake,
but the water quality and levels were
determined without a formal hearing. A
major concern in the Cabinets is the
damage of vegetation and the creation
of a multiple trail system in this

Wilderness Field Studies;
Summer 1982
John Mercer
Would you like to spend a summer
exploring a Montana wilderness area
while
gaining
valuable
research
experience? This is a chance to become
familiar with Montana's will country,
develop research skills and contribute
needed information on
controversial
natural resource issues. This summer
the field studies program will conduct
two studies in western Montana:
SWAN MOUNTAINS - MONTURE CREEK
WILDERNESS INVENTORY
A study of the resource conflicts
and
trade
offs between wilderness
quality and commodity development in
the de facto wilderness lands adjacent
to the Bob Marshall and
Scapegoat
Wilderness areas.
This study will be
lead by Bud Moore, retired U.S.F.S.
Deputy Regional Director for Region
One. Bud has over 40 years experience
in wildland management, and was awarded
an honorary Ph.D.
from the U of M
School of Forestry,
MINING IN WILDERNESS
A study of vegetative, wildlife and
recreation
impacts
resulting
from
mineral explorations in the Cabinet
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small subalpine basin.
In 1980, a
tremendous increase in the number of
visitors
to
the area caused this
disturbance. As many as thirty people
a day were visitng the area, which
included ASARCO workers, geologists,
surveyors,
crew
bosses,
salesman.
Forest Service and Wilderness Institute
observers,
reporters,
and
curious
citizens.
In
1981
there
was
substantially less visitor use, but
still the levels of use were above
those which existed prior to the ASARCO
project.
The drill rigs are gone for the
season,
but
the impacts of their
presence remain.
Management problems
will multiply in the final two years of
the explorations project. ASARCO will
have invested tremendous amounts of
money into this project by 1984.
If
their findings prove to be feasible, it
is likely that they will want to move
on to the mining stage to receive a
return for their investment.
What
happens then? Will the Forest Service
be able to manage large scale silver
minng
operations
"in
a
manner
compatible with the preservation of the
wilderness
environment?"
What
precedents will be set for developing
in
other
wilderness areas in the
country? Will we be forced to chose
between a silver mine or a wilderness
in the Cabinets? It so, will public
opinion and professional judgement be
weighted against the vast financial
resources available to a multinational
corporation such as ASARCO?
We must
confront
these questions now, with
direct public debate and discussions or
else the answers will be made for us.

Mountains Wilderness. This study will
be LED by John Mercer, Field Studies
Coordipator, Wilderness Institute, U of
M.' John has conducted wilderness field
studies on over 840,000 acres of lands
for the U.S.F.S. and BLM, and has been
field studies coordinator for the last
two years at the Wilderness Institute.
The field studies program begins
June 28, 1982 with an orientation and
training session in Missoula prior to
spending 43 days in the wilderness.
There is no charge for this volunteer
program, and academic credit is not
offered. Limited funds are provided
for
travel,
but participants must
provide their own food and equipment.
Participants
will
be
acting
as
volunteers to the National Forests in
the Cabinet Mountains project, and can
use
the
volunteer
status
as
professional work expreience on federal
job applications.
An interest in resource issues and a
desire
to
learn
about wilderness
management are the major qualifications
necessary
for
the
program.
Applications will be accepted until
June 27, 1982.
For applications or
further
information,
contact
John
Mercer, Wilderness Institute, School of
Forestry, U of M, Missoula MT 59812.
(406)243-6060 (406)243-5361

UNIVERSITY OF .MONTANA LIBRARY
OXFORD COLLECTION

Wilderness Psychology
Lance Olson
Last fall, the Wilderness Institute,
in conjunction with the Student Action
Center at the University of Montana,
sponsored
a
Wilderness
Psychology
Seminar. This seminar and discussion,
held at the University Center Lounge,
was attended by
over
60
people:
representatives
from the Wilderness
Psychology Group, an informal network
of
psychologists,
geologists,
sociologists
and
foresters
from
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
When people hear of
"wilderness
psychology," they often think.it refers
to therapy, although therapy is just
part of it. Psychologists and others
in the Wilderness Psychology Group are
When people hear o f “wilderness psychology," they
often think o f it as therapy.
interested
also
in
the
role - of
wilderness
in
the
evolution
of
consciousness,
and
how
survival
strategies acquired in the
earlier
wilderness context have lingered on in
civilization. Some wonder if humans
are
"fit"
for the environment of
civilization they have created out of
wilderness.
For those who are interested in
wilderness as a therapeutic setting,
the biggest unanswered question is .
.
why? Why should wilderness be more
effective than traditional therapeutic
approaches?
Is it because people do
different things in wilderness than
they do in a therapist's office? That
would make
wilderness
therapy
an
"activity" therapy. On the other hand,
the effects noticed by therapists may
come from the wilderness environment
itself more than from what is done in
the
environment;
in
that
case,
wilderness therapy would be a "milieu"
therapy.
How
much of therapy in
wilderness is activity therapy and how
much would be a "milieu" therapy is
just not known. If the environment per

se
is
therapeutic, then what, in
particular is it in wilderness that
provides this therapy?
Some feel that hostility towards
wilderness
still
lingers
in
the
American mind, although there is little
research
on
hand to support this
belief. This hostility, both latent
and manifest, has an impact on how much
wilderness will
be
allocated
for
preservation.
As it turns out, there are many
questions
which
psychologists have
about wilderness. One is in regard, to
the role.of wilderness in the education
of consciousness and behavior, a heady
topic even for psychologists! Another
is, the
hows
and
whys
of
the
effectiveness
of
wilderness
as a
psycho-therapeutic
environment.
A
third, but by no means final, regards
the
extent
of
hostility
towards
wilderness, and in what segments of the
population
this
hostility
occurs.
Other areas for discussion relate to
the more traditional wilderness topics:
unobtrusive management of wilderness
behavior;
ways
to
preserve
and
Wilderness’ value is at least partly “ psychological" in
nature.
describe
the wilderness experience;
the need for ways to quantitatively
evaluate wilderness programs; how to
maximize the effectiveness of agency
social research (i.e. public opinion
sampling) and so on.
Wilderness' value is at least partly
"psychological" in nature. The Eastern
Wilderness Act in particulr observes
that
people
use
wilderness
for
psychological
gains.
In
fact,
psychologists
at the University of
Michigan noted
increased
cognitive
clarity as a result (somehow) of the
experience of wilderness. Now, larger
questions remain: if that is true, how
does the wilderness experience work?

Wilderness Institute Prepares
5 Year Plan
Ken Wall

Just before the deadline to publish
this newsletter we were notified that
the
Arkwright
Wilderness
Studies
Endowment has allocated a $3,400 grant
to the Wilderness Institute for fiscal
year 1982-83. The grant will allow the
Institute'8 staff, executive committee,
and board of advisors to prepare a five
year plan.

“

H eartlan d ”
Robin Ames

"A MASTERPIECE !"
"AN UNUSUALLY ACCOMPLISHED WORK I"
Vincent Canby, New York Times
"FILLED WITH WONDERFUL LIFE"
Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun Times
"A SPECIAL EXPERIENCE WELL WORTH SEEING"
Ted Mahar, The Portland Oregonian

"Heartland", the feature film on the
life of Wyoming homesteader Elinore
Stewart, has continued
to
receive
outstanding
reviews
and
numerous
prestigious awards since its premiere
in 1979.
Executive producer Annick Smith and
producer-writer
Beth
Ferris
began
research
and
development
for
"Heartland" in 1977. Their Wilderness
Women project was sponsored by the
Wilderness Institute and funded by the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
"Heartland's" awards included the
Grand
Prix "Golden Bear" from the
Berlin International
Film
Festival
(1979), First Place co-winner at the
U.S. Film and Video Festival in Salt
Lake City (1980), and the Cowboy Hall
of Fame Western Heritage Award (1980).

The Institute's board of advisors
will convene in August, 1982 for an
extensive assessment of the Institute's
achievements
in
it's
eight
year
history.
They will assess
program
goals,
direction,
administrative
structure, and set priorities for the
future.
After completing planning efforts
this
summer.
Institute staff will
prepare a detailed operational plan for
the Wilderness Institute.
It is our
hope that this planning effort will
increase the effectiveness and services
of the Institute.

Encore Applause for

We
welcome
your
comments
and
suggestions on the services we provide
and specific programs or projects that
you are familiar with. If you would
like to receive a copy of the five year
plan when it is completed next fall,
please contact Ken Wall,
Assistant
Director.

Theatrical distribution of the film
began September 30, 1981 in New York
City and "Heartland"
is
currently
playing in major cities across the
country.
Internationally "Heartland"
has also been well received. Fifteen
countries including Australia, Israel,
Fiji amd most of Europe have bought the
film for theatre, or television.
"Heartland" is now receiving the
national and international distribution
it merits. We encourage you and your
family and friends to see "Heartland"
when it plays in your community.
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1982 Wilderness Study Expeditions

MONTANA’S WILD COUNTRY

MISSOURI RIVER BREAKS:
W ild Rlvsr Ecology and Management
Juno 14-July 5.1982

ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP OF OUTDOOR AND WILDERNESS
PROGRAMS
August 9-16,1982

WILDERNESS AND AMERICA
August 9-29. 1982

The Protect Loader

The Project Leader

The Project Leader

RICHARD FICHTLER, Wild River Specialist, has seven years experience
In wildland recreation reaearch, forest ecology and the management of
w ild and scenic rivers and wllderneea areas. He has worked ss a river
ranger on the w ild and scenic Missouri and Snake Rivers In Montana and
Idaho: and Is Intim ately lam lllsr w ith the w ildlife, riparian ecology, cultural
history and management concerns of the upper Missouri River.

JOEL MEIER, Professor of Recreation Management in the UM School of
Forestry, has w ritten and spoken widely on the subject of outdoor
recreation. He Is the author of two books: Backpacking, Wm. C. Brown
Company Publishers. 1980; and High Advantura Outdoor Pursuits:
Organization and Leadership, Brighton Publishing Co., 1960. He has
hiked and camped in many wilderness areas In North America and New
Zealand and has kayaked most Whitewater rivers of the WesL Dr. Meier has
served as President of the American Association fo r Leisure and
Recreation and recently returned from New Zealand where he served fo r
nine months as a Senior Fulbright-Hays Scholar In outdoor education.

JAY VEST, Wilderness Historian, has conducted extensive research and
lectured on historical wilderness themes, the philosophy of ecology and
environmental ethics during the past 10 years. Ha worked for 11 years as s
wilderness specialist for the Bureau of Land Management and Forest
Service In Idaho. Washington and Wyoming. He is currently working on an
in-depth study of solitude as it relates to wilderness.

The Protect
The Missouri River Breaks held study Is an exciting opportunity to explore
the ecology and management of a National W ild and Scenic River. The
Missouri, virtually untouched by man. Is a remarkable riparian corridor
cutting through the arid plains of Montana. The area provides exceptional
opportunities lo r ecological and natural history studies. The river breaks
also provide a unique backdrop through which students may examine the
role this river played In the lives of Native Americans and aeriy white
settlers. Tepee rings, buffalo lumps and crum bling cabins are scattered
along the river's ISO mile length.
The curriculum for this program Is designed as a Hosting laboratory fo r the
detailed examination of riparian ecology. We w ill explore this corridor by
canoe and by toot w ith an emphasis on Independent study. In addition, we
w ill gain firsthand expsriance w ith research techniques utilized In river
management. We w ill examine methods for Inventorying recreational
Impacts, Interviewing river users and m onitoring changes In natural
vegetation. Throughout the course we w ill discuss the many resource and
recreational use conflicts surrounding this w ild and scenic river.
Project Fee: $450. Fee includes transportation to Missouri River study
sites, canoes and rivar equipment, as well as on-campus housing,
academic materials and textbooks. Paddling w ill bb leisurely: there are no
portages. But cross-country hiking In the adjacent breaks and limestone
formations w ill be strenuous. Participants w ill provide their own food,
tents, sleeping and personal gear.
ip

The Project
This course w ill Introduce the cognitive and technical skills essential for
leaders of outdoor and wilderness programs. The course w ill combine
activities both In the classroom and the out-of-doors. We w ill meet on
campus to cover topics relating to wilderness leadership, mountaineering
equipment and food planning, legal considerations, environmental ethics,
orienteering techniques, organizations! aspects, safety and survival
procedures, and emergency techniques The group w ill then depart fo r an
Intensive live-day wilderness expedition In the Mission Mountain
Wilderness to apply theory to reality. In this phase we w ill improve our
decision-making skills and learn more about the benefits of wilderness
while experiencing the physical and emotional challenges of backcountry
travel.
Project Fee: $250. Fee Includes transportation to study sites, academic
materials and textbooks, and on-campus housing. The wilderness
expedition w ill be strenuous and challenging: participants should be in
good physical condition. Participants w ill provide their own backpacking
equipment and w ill share In the purchase of group food.
CredH Option: Three undergraduate or graduate credits In Forestry 492
are available through this course.

This course provides an intriguing opportunity to study wilderness
history, philosophy and policy w ithin three unique Montana wlkfemeee
areas. The course begins In the Rattlesnake Wilderness and National
Recreation Area, five miles north of Missoula. Montana. Participants w ill
hike through the rugged and glaciated high country of the Rattlesnake
studying the unique aspects of a rugged wilderness area adjacent to a
major urban community. You w ill study spiritual traditions In wilderness
and explore the legacy of sacred places.
The Journey w ill continue northward into the high peaks of the Mission
.M ourilalnaiH ere you w ill study Native American rites and traditions which
" man ifest the land ethic which led to the establishment of these mountains
as the Mission Mountain Tribal Wilderness. This Is classic Montana high
country, dominated by cirques, tarns and jagged peaks.
Finally, we w ill hike across the Divide into the Forest Service's Mission
Wilderness. In this sraa, less rugged than the Tribal Wilderness, you w ill
examine the varied land use policy w ithin the three wilderness areas and
different methods of classification and management. Partidpenta in this
course w ill be challenged physically and m entally to touch the spirit of an
ecological consciousness in the wilderness.
Prelect Fee: $395. Fee Includes on-campus housing, academic materials,
textbooks and transportation to study sites. Hiking w ill be moderate to
strenuous, with some off-tra ll cross-country backpacking. Participants
w ill provide their own food and backpacking equipment.
Credit Option: Five undergraduate credits in Environmental Studies 396
are available through this course.

Credit Option: Five undergraduate credits in Forestry 193“are available
through this course.

WOLVES IN THE NORTHERN ROCKIES
July 5-17.1962
The Prejact Leader
DR. ROBERT REAM. W olf Research Specialist and Associate Professor of
Forestry and W ildlife Biology. University of Montana, has been the
director of the W olf Ecology Project and a member of the Northern Rocky
Mountain W olf Recovery Team fo r seven years. Or. Ream has conducted
extensive Held work In Canada and Montana. His research Is supported by
the O ffice of Endangered Species In the U.S. Fish & W ildlife Service. He Is
currently w riting a book about wolves In the Northern Rockies.
The Proj ect
Wolves were once abundant in the Rocky Mountain region, but were
driven to near extinction In the modern era. Participants w ill backpack
through remote and Isolated wildlands In the Northern Rockies In an
* intensive search fo r the elusive and endangered Northern Rocky
Mountain grey w olf. Recent research by the W olf Ecology Project
Indicates that this endangered species may be making a tenuous
comeback, re-entering their ancient traditional habitats In the Northern
Rockies. Additional field research is necessary- to document this
expansion and develop sound management policies to safeguard critical
w olf habitats.
Participants w ill study the biology of the gray w olf and w ill team research
skills on site, including radto-tolemetry tracking techniques, w olf sign
Identification and predator-prey behavioral analysis. We w ill conduct
firsthand examinations of promising habitats to r expanding wolf
populations. Field trips to remote nigged high country, mountain passes
and alpine tundra habitats w ill provide a unique opportunity to study and
participate in the Northern Rocky Mountain w olf recovery efforts The
results of research during this course w ill be used by rseource planners in
the Forest Service. U S . Fish A W ildlife Service and the National Park
Service.
P rejad Fee: $295. Fee tnchidae transportation to study sites, on-campus
housing, textbooks and Held tracking and Identificatton guides, and
issssirh equipm ent H iking w ill be strenuous and w ill Include cross
country backpacking Participants w ltl provide their own food and
backpacking equipm ent Weather can be variable, and potential snow
Autries at higher etavattons should be anticipeled.
CredH Option: Three undergraduate credits in W ikffife Biology 395 are
araltehia through tree course.
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The Project

NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE
August 20-September 11,1982
The Prejact Leader
LANCE OLSEN. Psychology Professor at the College of Great Falla, has
sixteen years experience in counseling, facilitating and teaching. He has
studied the influence of wilderness on human behavior for several years
and is the editor o f the Nstionai Wilderness Psychology Newsletter,
concerned w ith the interface between human experience and natural
environments.
The Project
This course is based on the proposition that the human is a wilderness
dependent species, evolved In wilderness, w ith long-ifngenng links to the
wilderness environment. How human mind and behavior are shaped by
wilderness, and how they operate to shape wilderness, w ill be the two
major themes of the course. The psychological theories of Freud, Adler.
Skinner and others w ill be examined In order to emphasize the variety of
ways psychological theory is linked to human relations w ith nature
A "psychology of wHdemoae" w ill be the central theme of the course.
Specific topics win include psychological m aturity and ecological
consciousness, current practical problems related to wilderness r reservstton and human behavior, mind and environment relationships, brain
responsiveness to environmental stim uli, peraoneftty and sax differences
in degree of ecological concern, the psychology of exploitation vs.
i imearvallnn. and whether the grizzly beer or the white rat Is a better
model of human mind and behavior
The course win be largely conducted in outdoor settings During me ftrsf
week, the course w ill be held on the UM campus and In the nearby
Rattlesnake Wilderness Area. Ouring the second week, the course w ill be
located on the Blackfoot River. During the third week, the course w ilt
locate in the Greet Bear addition to the lamed Bob Marshall Wilderness
Area. Students w ill be able to explore, on site, a variety of human relations
w ith w ild environments.
Protect Fee: $350. Fee todudee on-campue housing, academic materials,
textbooks, and transportation to study sites. Hiking trails wM range from
moderate to strenuous. Par tic ipants w ifl provide their own food and
backpacking equipment.

Credit npl nn Four undergraduate credits to r~*- - — istudies 395
are eieitems through this course.

NORTHWESTERN
UmsQMlMl
July 19-30,1982

MONTANA'S

GRIZZLIES:

Th*tr

HaMUl and

MOUNTAINS A RIVERS WITHOUT END:
Field Practicum In Vie Ethics, U tsrsturs end Native Traditions of the
Northern Rockies
July 19-August 8,1982

The Project Leader

T lit P ro jict L a rta r
URSULA MATTSON, Grizzly Research Specialist. University of Montana.
h m been deeply Involved In Northern Rocky Mountain grizzly research
with extensive field work In Canada and Montane during the peat several
years. Her research ie supported by the U.8. Rah A W ildlife Service, and is
undertaken In cooperation w ith an international body of reeource
agencies.
The Project
In Montana, Glacier National Park arjd surrounding lands are home to one
of two remaining grtzzty beer populations In the continental U.S. As one of
the most sensationalized and misunderstood animals of our tim e, the
grizzly stands precariously in the midst of heated controversy. Should this
threatened species and its habitat be protected, and if so. how should we
proceed? FoasH fuels exploration and extraction, backwoods subdivision
development, logging end recreation a il crowd the greet beer fo r living
space. Meanwhile, the battle of priorities and compromise continues
between public agencies, specie! interest groups, biologists and private
industry.
Students w ill learn the basics of bear biology and contribute to current
grizzly reeeerch. Half of the two week cleat w ill be spent w ith the Border
Grizzly Project, s reeeerch teem heeded by world renowned beer
biotoglsL Or. Charles Jonkei. You w ill gather grizzly habitat data end look
for bear signs in national forest lands of northwestern Montana. Midway
through the course, we w ill attend a three-day grizzly bear conference
where Canadian end U.S. agencies, biologists, and private industry meet
to discuss research and management goals. The remaining tim e w ill be
spent in Glacier National Park, a pristine mountain habitat fo r 200
grizzlies. Here we w ill work with park biologist C lifford Martlnka In
determining the effectiveness of the current beer reporting system by
conducting our own beer survey.
Project Pees $296. Fee includes transportation to study sites, textbooks
and field guides, and on-campus housing. Hiking w ill be strenuous. Some
of the research w ill be conducted on short backpacking tripe, but moat w ill
operate out of base camps and high country cabins. Participants w ill
provide their own food and backpacking equipm ent
CredN Option: Three undergraduate credits In W ildlife Biology 195 are
available through this course.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FRONT A BOB MAR8HALL WILDERNESS
MANAGEMENT PRACT1CUM
August 27-September 18,1982

The Prefect Leaders
Or. Tom Birch. Assistant Professor of Philosophy, University of Montane
Or. Oexter Roberts, Associate Professor of English, University of Montane
Roger Dunsmore, Associate Professor o f Humanities, University of
Montane
The instructors fo r this course have a collective total o f 31 years
experience teaching wilderness courses in the Northern Rockies. They
taka an interdisciplinary approach to wilderness studies, incorporating
philosophy, literature, humanities and Native American traditions to
explore the single theme of wilderness and its relationship to our culture
and civilization.
The Prelect
The Beartooth Mountains, highest in Montana, w ill provide the extraor
dinary setting fo r this reflective study o f two traditional ways o f valuing
w ild nature. Hiking on the Beartooth Plateau, we w ill discuss ideas central
to philosophical and Native American traditions. The traditions w ill be
interpreted In the light of the immediate experience.
Students end staff w ill begin a two-week expedition after a brief
orientation presenting natural and historical features o f the area. You w ill
work extensively w ith journals during the expedition and revise significant
portions of them into an essay immediately afterward.
This course w ill provide an opportunity fo r students to explore the
traditions and values of wilderness and how a wilderness based ethic
affects our lives in modem society.
Project Fee: $450. Fee includes transportation to the Beartooth Plateau,
academic materials, textbooks and on-campus housing. There are few
trails on this vast plateau; most o f the expedition w ill include cross
country backpacking. The plateau is alpine in character, over 10,000 feet
in elevation, so participants should be prepared fo r rapid clim actic
changes. Participants w ill provide their own food and backpacking
equipment
Credit Option: Six undergraduate or graduate credits Ih Humanities 451
are available through this course.

The Project
This study provides a unique opportunity fo r extensive field observations
of contemporary wilderness management problems and concerns in the
remote Bob Marshall Wilderness end the adjacent Rocky Mountain Front
Located at the interface o f the vast Great Plains and the towering Northern
Rockies, these distinctive wildlands are noted for their outstanding
wilderness qualities, vital habitats for endangered species and other
mountain w ildlife, and a rich cultural history.
As a team member you w ill explore end examine this land of complex
geological reefs, alpine valleys end deep cut canyons for three weeks,
visiting some of the most remote and undisturbed places in the country.
Recently, the renewed search fo r domestic sources of o il and natural gas
has focused national public controversy on the Bob Marshall Wilderness \
ecosystem. Energy companies, exploration firm s and the U.S. Department
of the Interior under Secretary W att are seeking the means to locate and
develop potential o il and gas reserves, while a coalition of ranchers,
recreationists and conservationists seek to preserve this area's unique
ecology and w ildlife habitat. You w ill examine this wilderness manage
ment controversy firsthand, survey potential land use conflicts on-site,
and evaluate proposals fo r the area's long-term management. Team
findings w ill be made available to agency officials and legislators involved
w ith wilderness management concerns.
Project Fee: $395. Fee includes housing, academic materials including
textbooks, and transportation to study sites. H iking trails w ill be
strenuous. Trips w ill include off-tra il, cross-country backpacking.
Participants w ill provide their own food and backpacking equipment.
S trict attention w ill be paid to minimum impact backpacking techniques.
Credit Option: Five undergraduate credits in Forestry 195 are available
through this course.

Through these Wilderness Study Expeditions you w ill ...
• explore some of the most remote and undisturbed wilderness
areas in North America
• acquire a basic understanding of mountain and riparian
ecological systems

MONTANA’S WILD COUNTRY:
Wilderness Study Expeditions
Name ________________________________ Telephone (

) ________

Address _________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________________________________
Register me for the following pro|ect(s):

• learn radio telemetry tracking techniques
• examine the habitat of threatened wildlife and
recommendations to the Office of Endangered Species

KEN WALL. Assistant Director o f the Wilderness Institute, UM School of
Forestry, has sight years experience in wilderness management planning,
w ild land field studies, recreation research and environmental education.
He has directed a wilderness research project In the Rocky Mountain
Front and Bob Marshall Wilderness for the pest two years, and last fall
taught a 15 credit field course fo r ten weeks in the tree. He It currently
serving on the Council of the Montana Wilderness Association and Is
actively involved in Montana wilderness issues.

make

• conduct field research and provide valuable data to national and
international resource agencies
• visit areas where conservationists, industry representatives, land
managers and legislators are making critical decisions regarding
use and preservation of public lands
• visit ancient archaeological sites and sacred places
• study native traditions
• relive Montana's rich cultural history
• develop competent backpacking skills, river floating techniques
and a personal wilderness use ethic
• gain cognitive and technical skills essential for leading outdoor
and wilderness programs
• build self reliance through meeting the challenges of wilderness
travel.

□ MISSOURI RIVER BREAKS: Wild River Ecology and Management, June 14July 5
□ WOLVES IN THE NORTHERN ROCKIES, July 5-17
□ NORTHWESTERN MONTANA'S GRIZZLIES: Their Habitat and Manage
ment, July 19-30
□ MOUNTAINS & RIVERS WITHOUT END: Field Practicum in the Ethics,
Literature and Native Traditions of the Northern Rockies, July 19-August 8
□ ORGANIZATION AND LEADERSHIP OF OUTDOOR AND WILDERNESS
PROGRAMS, August 9-18
□ NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE, August 20-September 11
□ WILDERNESS AND AMERICA, August 9-29
□ ROCKY MOUNTAIN FRONT & BOB MARSHALL WILDERNESS MANAGE
MENT PRACTICUM, August 27-September 18
Payment
□ Enclosed is my $50 nonrefundable deposit. I will forward the balance of fees
at least one month before the project starting date.
□ Enclosed is $_________ to cover my fee payment in full.
Credit option payments will be processed on the first day of each course.
Send your completed registration form tothe Center for Continuing Education
& Summer Programs, 125 Main Hall. University of Montana, Missoula. MT
59812.
Enrollment is limited. Please register early.
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